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Thinkspace Projects Presents Two New Solo Shows
Gallery One | Giorgiko | What Is and what is not
Gallery Two | Brad Woodfin | Glad You’re Here

Work by Giorgiko (Left) and Brad Woodfin (Right)

APRIL 3, 2021 - APRIL 24, 2021

Thinkspace Projects
4217 W. Jefferson Blvd. | Los Angeles, CA 90016
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limited entry by appointment

Los Angeles, CA (March 11, 2021) - Thinkspace Projects is pleased to present two brand new solo
exhibitions. Giorgiko’s exhibition ‘What Is and what is not’ will be on display in Gallery I. Inspired by the
2020 apocalypse, the exhibition draws on experiences of the last year and the word itself. The
etymological root of the word “apocalypse” is the Greek word “apokálypsis”, which means "an unveiling or
unfolding of things not previously known and which could not be known apart from the unveiling". The
husband and wife duo incorporates this definition, revealing truths about our world while maintaining a
sense of whimsy. It explores the various questions raised and revelations experienced by so many during
the tumultuous year.

In Gallery Two, Brad Woodfin presents his solo show ‘Glad You’re Here’. Filled with sentimentality and a
bittersweet melancholy, the paintings for ‘Glad You’re Here’ take cues from the moods of certain old
songs. Woodfin reflects this in the colours of the portraits, the symbolism, and iconography. A
self-described fan of devotional art, the experience Woodfin creates is nothing short of poetic. Pulling
from an audio medium to a visual one, Woodfin manages to preserve the nostalgic feeling of “Golden
Moments,” a grief that buzzes through speakers rising like smoke rings to meet every era.
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Both shows open April 3, 2021. On view until April 24, 2021 at Thinkspace Projects.

About Thinkspace
Thinkspace was founded in 2005; now in LA’s thriving West Adams District, the gallery has garnered an
international reputation as one of the most active and productive exponents of the New Contemporary Art
Movement. Maintaining its founding commitment to the promotion and support of its artists, Thinkspace
has steadily expanded its roster and diversified its projects, creating collaborative and institutional
opportunities all over the world. Founded in the spirit of forging recognition for young, emerging, and
lesser-known talents, the gallery is now home to artists from all over the world, ranging from the
emerging, mid-career, and established.
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